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(left to right) Intraoperative navigation system ofMedivision; Navigated laparosopi radialprostatetomy by Meinzer et. al.The intra-operative use of smart information pro-essing and interative visualization systems is fa-ing obstales in terms of intervention navigation andinteration therewith. There are inauraies in theregistration of the navigation information on the de-formable soft-tissue organ, mainly due to a rigid reg-istration or erroneous real-time soft-tissue motiontraking. Furthermore, there is an inrease in theognitive load of the intervention speialist duringthe transfer of the navigation information to the in-tervention situs, beause the navigation system isusually plaed far away from the speialist.Soft-tissue Motion Traking
To trak the deformations of the breast surfae, weattahed small eletromagneti sensors. For trak-ing the breast interior soft-tissue deformations, weemployed a real-time ultrasound imaging devie (lo-alized in the eletromagneti traking spae). Theultrasound devie aptures the interior of the breastby aquiring 2D images, whih reveal distintivesoft-tissue strutures. These strutures are trakedin real time by a digital image orrelation algorithm(based on Isard et al. [4℄). The Mi points above,onstitute the set of measurement points.

Projetor-based soft-tissue navigation and interation
Projetor-based soft-tissue navigation and surgeon-omputer natural interation mehanisms [1, 2℄ are verypromising in irumventing the obstales in the transfer of the virtual navigation information and in theinteration therewith. However, the overall aeptane of the navigation systems as bene�ial for the intra-operative medial interventions is still onfronting big hallenges, mainly due to the unertainties in theregistration of the navigation information on the deformable soft-tissue organ.Kinet-based Deformable Surfae Traking

A Mirosoft Kinet amera is used to apture the deformations of the surfae over time. The retrieved 3Dpoint loud is proessed using the Point Cloud Library to reate a 3D virtual model of the interation zone.This �gure shows the omputation of the interation zone for a set-up, where the virtual information isprojeted onto the loth overing a person (simulating the set-up in an operating room). The surfae anhave any shape, and it an deform over time. (This image was reated using the viewers in RGBDemo [3℄).Information Fusion for Real-time Motion Estimation

We are devising an intelligent and unertainty-aware information fusion engine for real-time motion esti-mation of a given soft-tissue instane. The traked instane is represented in a disrete fashion, while itsmotion state at a disrete time k is diretly de�ned by the positions of the points whih onstitute itsdisrete representation. The engine fuses, at the state points, three unertain information soures: motiondynamis, motion measurements, and shape information. The motion dynamis modeling is embedded ina �nite element-based model [5℄, whih is used to simulate in real time the predition of the motion whihthe traked instane undergoes from time k-1 to k. Furthermore, the �nite element-based model is atuallyextrated from a segmented volumetri san of the traked instane, whih in return embeds the shapeinformation soure into the �nite element-based motion predition. The motion measurements informationsoure is omposed of real-time surfae and volumetri traking data. The virtual navigation information(e.g., a prior diagnosti MRI) is always updated in real time aording to the output of our fusion engine,suh that it re�ets the estimated urrent shape of the traked instane.
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